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Abstract 
With the increasing interest in blockchain technology and its 
employment in diverse sectors and industries, including: finance, 
business, voting, industrial and many other medical and 
educational applications. Recently, the blockchain technology has 
played significant role in preventing fraud transactions in 
accounting systems, as the blockchain offers high security 
measurements, reduces the need for centralized processing, and 
blocks access to the organization information and system. 
Therefore, this paper studies, analyses, and investigates the 
adoption of blockchain technology with accounting systems, 
through analyzing the results of several research works which have 
employed the blockchain technology to secure their accounting 
systems. In addition, we investigate the performance of applying 
the deep learning and machine learning approaches for the purpose 
of fraud detection and classification. As a result of this study, the 
adoption of blockchain technology will enhance the safety and 
security of accounting systems, through identifying and 
classifying the possible frauds that may attack the accounting and 
business organizations.  
Keywords:  
blockchain technology, autonomous fraud detection, accounting 

systems, machine learning, deep learning. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Recently, the society has increasingly relied on 

accounting and finance systems in order to meet the 
increasing need for information. Finance is considered 
as one of the most significant issues for any company 
in managing its business to always run smoothly, 
where accounting systems can positively assist to 
perform this. In general, companies employ 
accounting systems in order to manage and organize 
financial information, including keeping track of all 
transactions that are processed by a company. 
Therefore, accounting systems play vital role in most 
of the companies and organizations [1].  

Accounting systems enable complete tracking of 
financial transactions, real-time reporting, and 
analysis. Moreover, accounting systems assist 
businesses to track and manage their financial 

transactions and allow easier work of accountants. An 
efficient accountant system application should be 
user-friendly, easy to access, and accurate. 

In general, accounting information system is an 
element of an organization that collects, classifies, 
processes, and communicates financial information. 
However, accounting systems are prone to several 
threats, including: error in software and malfunction 
of equipment, violation of internal control, and 
manipulation of financial information. The work 
presented in [2] involves the discussion of 19 
computerized accounting threats, where this study 
explored that potential threats include virus and online 
attackers who may violate the privacy of the 
accounting systems.  

Usually, the accounting firms routinely gather 
sensitive information, where the data may include 
personally identifiable information, for instance: 
credit card numbers, national ID, and bank account 
information. Therefore, this valuable information may 
attract hackers and malicious insiders to access this 
sensitive information.  

There are several data security procedures that 
may be processed to secure the accounting firms, 
through employing several strategies [3], including: 
First, physical security through adopting basics access 
restrictions to the physical space. Second, protecting 
the accounting system assets using firewalls and make 
sure that it’s with the latest patches, in addition to 
employing antivirus and antimalware software which 
can help in preventing malware attacks. Third, 
controlling the sensitive data transfers through 
employing Data Loss Prevention (DLP) approaches in 
order to monitor and control the transfer of sensitive 
information (accounting information). Fourth, the 
securing of external devices, through either restricting 
the use of external and removable disks or adding an 
extra layer of security. And fifth, training the 
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employees in the organization, through educating the 
employees with the recent attacks and the significant 
procedures that need to be accomplished.  

However, in this paper, we focus on the area of 
securing and protecting the accounting information 
that exist in the accounting systems through the 
adopting of the blockchain technology. This paper 
investigates the adoption of blockchain technology for 
the purpose of fraud detection in the accounting area, 
and discusses how the employment of blockchain 
technology will significantly enhance the fraud 
detection efficiency. Therefore, the main contribution 
of this paper lies on the following aspects: 

Discuss and analyze the term blockchain 
technology and its significant in the area of accounting 
systems.  
Present the possible employment of blockchain 
technology for the purpose of fraud detection in the 
area of accounting. 
Summarize the recent employment of machine 
learning and deep learning in fraud detection for 
accounting systems.  
Discuss and analyze a set of evaluation metrics to 
assess the efficiency of any fraud detection system in 
accounting applications.   
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 presents the methodology which has been 
adopted to accomplish this study, whereas Section 3 
discusses the term Blockchain technology, whereas 
Section 4 presents the employment of blockchain 
technology in accounting systems. The recent 
developed fraud detection accounting systems that are 
based on the blockchain technology are discussed in 
Section 5. A comparison study is presented in Section 
6, where a set of validation metrics is presented. 
Section 7 discusses the obtained results and presents 
the main findings of this study. And finally, Section 8 
concludes the work presented in this paper and 
presents a set of future works.  

 
 
2. Methodology 
 

The main research question in this paper is: what 
is the impact of employing blockchain technology in 
accounting systems to prevent the fraud detection. 
Therefore, in order to address this research question, 
the following research methodology which is 
presented in Figure 1, has been adopted. First, we 
study and analyze the main practices of blockchain 

technology and the recent applications that have 
employed the blockchain technology.  

Second, the recent research works that have targeted 
the area of fraud detection for accounting systems 
using the blockchain technology, has been 
investigated. The investigation process involves 
surveying the recent research works in the field from 
several research engines for research works, 
including: Google Scholar, Scopus, Web of Science, 
and Scopus. However, we focused on the research 
works that includes practical studies and results. The 
total obtained research papers were around 52, where 
a number of 19 research articles were excluded as they 
do not include practical studies. Therefore, a total 
number of 33 research studies was included in this 
research work.   

Third, the chosen research studies have been analyzed 
and discussed in order to show the impact of the 
blockchain technology on fraud detection in 
accounting systems.  

 
Figure 1: The structure of the research methodology 

 
 

3. Blockchain Technology  

Recently, the term blockchain has been involved 
in diverse types of applications, including: 
governmental, healthcare, finance, manufacturing, 
and so on. Blockchain is considered as a method for 
recording information that makes it difficult for the 
system to hacked, changed, or manipulated. The 
blockchain technology is considered as a structure that 
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stores transactional records, that is also known as 
“block”, of the public in several databases, that is 
known as the “chain” in a network connected through 
peer-to-peer nodes. Generally, this storage is referred 
to as a “digital ledger” [4]. Figure 2 presents the 
concept of the blockchain technology.  

 
Figure 2: The main concept of the blockchain 

technology 

The blockchain technology is a distributed, 
decentralized, and public digital ledger which is used 
to record transactions across several computers, then 
the records cannot be changed retroactively without 
the modification of all subsequent blocks and the 
compromise of the network [5]. In general, the 
blockchain is an emerging technology that involves 
several advantages in an increasingly digital world, 
including: 

1. Highly secure: blockchain technology 
employs a digital signature feature in order to 
assure fraud-free transactions that make it 
impossible to corrupt or alter the data of an 
individual by other users without having the 
specific digital signature. 

2. Automation capability: blockchain 
technology is a programmable and can 
produce systematic actions, events, and 
payments in an automatic way, when a certain 
condition of the trigger is met.  

3. Decentralized system: the blockchain 
technology allows the transactions to be 
accomplished with the mutual consensus of 
the users resulting in safe, faster, and 
smoother transactions.  

In addition, the blockchain technology allows 
users to verify, maintain, and synchronize the contents 
of a data file replicated by several users. Blockchain 
technology has offered significant advantages to 
industries through enabling better services. However, 
the blockchain technology is a new technology and 
there is still inaccurate details and uncertainty 
regarding the potential value of blockchain [6].  
On the other hand, according to [7] the blockchain 
technology is in the experimental phase and has 
several issues that need to be addressed, including: 
information confidentiality, limited data processing 

capacity, and regulatory challenges. In addition, Yu et 
al (2018) argued that the blockchain will be used as a 
platform for firms to voluntarily share information. 
Moreover, in the long run, the blockchain technology 
could effectively minimize errors in disclosure and 
earnings management, mitigate information 
asymmetry, and increase the quality of accounting 
information [7].   

The blockchain technology has been employed 
widely in financial accounting due to its possible 
impacts. One of the most famous uses of Blockchain 
technology is the Bitcoin, where the Bitcoin is a 
cryptocurrency that is used to exchange digital assets 
online. The Bitcoin concept employs cryptographic 
proof instead of adopting a third-party trust for two 
parties to communicate and execute transaction over 
the Internet. Figure 3 shows an example on money 
transaction using the Blockchain technology. As 
presented below, the first stage includes requesting a 
transaction, where then a block representing the 
transaction is created. Then the block is sent to every 
node in the network, where the nodes validate the 
transaction and receive a reward for the proof of work. 
At the end the block is added to the existing 
Blockchain and then the transaction is complete. 

 
  Figure 3: The process of blockchain technology in 

money transaction 
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4. Blockchain Technology in Accounting 
Systems  

The Blockchain technology is also known as 
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) which is a 
system where the transaction records stored in blocks 
are maintained across several linked computers. The 
blockchain in accounting technology is concerned 
with transferring the ownership of assets and 
maintaining a ledger of precise financial details. The 
employment of Blockchain technology with the 
finance and accounting systems has offered several 
advantages. Figure 4 shows an example of two 
companies trying to establish a transaction between 
them, using the traditional accounting practices.  

 
Figure 4: Current accounting practices   

Blockchain technology offers new ways to record, 
process, and store financial transactions and 
information, and has the ability to fundamentally alter 
the landscape of the accounting profession and reform 
the business ecosystem.  

In accounting systems, there are two possible 
types of blockchain: the permissionless and 
permissioned blockchain technologies [8]. The former 
can be described as one that enables records to be 
shared by all the network users, updated by miners, 
observed by everyone, and owned and controlled by 
no one, whereas the later, such as Bitcoin, any host 
may use its computers to join the network. The 
permissionless blockchain has the benefit of 
decentralization and has been backed by the success 
of various widespread applications. However, the 
permissionless blockchain has a speed limit in 
processing large volumes of transactions [9].   

The permissioned blockchain technology refers to a 
type of blockchain with boundaries in its membership 
and control procedures. Different members have 
different access control authorization, therefore the 
permissioned blockchain is intended to be partially 
decentralized. In addition, permissioned blockchain is 
likely to maintain privacy and fit business governance 
requirements than a permissionless blockchain [10]. 
Figure 5 presents an example of an accounting 
practice using the blockchain technology.  

 
Figure 5: Potential blockchain accounting practices 

 
Recently, the dramatic changes in accounting 

area have occurred due to the recent development of 
software that is capable of producing different 
information and keeping records of transactions. 
Blockchain technologies have allowed the accounting 
systems to help professionals and keep tracking of 
transactions that are represented by “blocks” in a 
secure manner. The blockchain technology offers 
transaction recording functionalities and verify 
transactions without the requirement of intermediary. 
Moreover, blockchain technology benefits the 
accounting systems through eliminating errors that 
may occur due to intermediary [11]. 

The blockchain technology has been employed in 
accounting because of the vast internet infrastructure 
that is available in most of the organization. In 
addition, accounting is considered as a significant area 
and requires an intensive protection and encryption 
mechanisms in order to make accounting systems safe 
[12].   

The blockchain technology employs a 
cybersecurity mechanism in order to allow for safe 
and reliable transactions over the Internet. In general, 
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the blockchain guarantees the ledger database to be 
secure, tamper proof, and offer permanent transaction 
records of the business between any two parties. As 
soon as the transaction is approved by the participants, 
then the transaction is added to the blockchain, and it 
cannot be altered, edited, or deleted. Therefore, 
blockchain technologies have been employed with 
accounting systems due to several reasons: blockchain 
technology offers affordable cost, and minimizes the 
possibility of loss information.  

 
 

5. Fraud Detection-based Blockchain 

Technology for Accounting Systems 

Transactions in accounting systems can be 
protected through employing several approaches, 
where one of the most widely used methods is the data 
encryption, where it is considered as a method for 
securing transaction records from unauthorized access. 
Data encryption involves restructures the transactions 
into incomprehensible pattern. Therefore, the 
successful and safe deployment of distributed ledger 
systems and the point-to-point network is impossible 
without the existence of an efficient security 
mechanism. 

Recently, blockchain technology has been 
employed in diverse applications, especially in 
financial and currency exchange applications, due to 
its high security and trustworthiness. In general, 
employing the blockchain technology to secure data 
transactions can be occurred in two different methods: 
cryptography and hashing. The former is adopted to 
encrypt transactions in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network, 
whereas the latter is employed to secure block 
information and link blocks in a blockchain.   

The employment of machine learning approaches 
has received considerable attention recently driven by 
the requirements to obtain high anomaly detection 
classification accuracy with the least time possible. In 
general, the adoption of machine learning in 
blockchain technology for the purpose of identifying 
anomalies and attacks in accounting systems. This 
section discusses the recent developed fraud detection 
methods for accounting systems that have deployed 
the blockchain technology and the Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). Therefore, AI-based fraud detection 
methods for accounting systems using the blockchain 

technology, can be divided into four phases, as 
presented in Figure 6.   

 
Figure 6: Main stages of fraud detection system 

using machine learning 

The first phase involves collecting the transaction 
records and feed them to the machine learning system. 
In the second phase, the most significant features are 
extracted in order to involve the most relevant data in 
the training process. The third phase involves train the 
machine learning model using the processed 
transaction records. And finally, the model creation is 
constructed in phase four. 
The work presented in [13] reviews the recent 
developed anomaly detection systems for blockchain 
technology, and covers the general aspects of anomaly 
detection in details from basics to the integration 
perspective at diverse layers of the blockchain 
technology.   

A security mechanism is presented in [14] based 
on analysing the blockchain technology traffic 
statistics to detect malicious attacks through the 
function of data collection and anomaly detection. 
This mechanism works by sensing underlying 
blockchain traffic and generates multi-dimensional 
data streams in a periodic manner. Then, the anomaly 
detection engine detects anomalies from the 
established data instances based on the employment of 
semi-supervised machine learning approach.   

The work presented in [15] involves developing 
a deep learning model to detect the threat hunting in 
Ethereum blockchain. The Ethereum blockchain is a 
decentralized, open-source blockchain that has been 
employed in widespread accounting organizations, it 
aims for building applications and organizations, 
transacting and communicating without the 
requirements of a central authority control [16]. The 
developed system in [15] incorporated both the 
machine learning algorithms including unsupervised 
and supervised algorithms for the purpose of attack 
classification. The achieved classification accuracy 
was equal to 97.72% for Ethereum attack detection, 
whereas a 99.4% for attack classification. 
The work presented in [17] involves the identification 
of suspicious transactions from Binance, which is an 
open-source cryptocurrency, through the means of 
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identifying and detecting the cryptocurrency wallets. 
An unsupervised learning expectation maximization 
algorithm has been employed in order to cluster the 
dataset. Anomaly detection has been performed using 
the Random Forest (RF) classifier.  

In [18], Ashfaq et al. (2022) addressed the 
problem of fraud and anomalies in the Bitcoin network. 
A secure fraud detection model has been developed 
that is based on the adoption of machine learning and 
blockchain technology. Two different machine 
learning algorithms have been employed for the 
purpose of transaction classification, named as 
XGboost and RF, where a 99% classification accuracy 
has been performed.  

Ibrahim et al. (2021) investigated the lllicit 
accounts on the Ethereum blockchain and developed a 
fraud detection model through employing three 
different machine learning algorithms: decision tree 
(J48), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and RF, and 
tested using a real dataset that consist of 42 features 
where only a set of 6 features has been extracted. This 
work revealed that RF classification model offers the 
best classification accuracy [19]. 

In [20], Kumar et al (2020) proposed a system to 
detect malicious nodes using supervised machine 
learning based anomaly detection method in the 
transactional behavior of the finance accounts. Two 
different machine learning model have been adopted 
and considered for two account types: Externally 
Owned Account (EOA) and smart contract accounts. 
The obtained results proved the detection accuracy of 
96.54% with a percentage of 0.92% false-positive 
ratio, whereas the results obtained for the EOA and 
smart contract accounts are 96.82% with 0.78% false 
positive ratio, respectively.  

A mobile edge computing-based mobile 
application framework is presented in [21] in order to 
protect the data security and privacy of the 
transactions using the mobile devices in the industrial 
Internet of Things (IoT). A deep reinforcement 
learning additional practical swarm optimization 
algorithm is proposed to solve the unnecessary search 
of a deep deterministic policy gradient approach.  

A new methodology has been proposed in [22] 
which involves the employment of intelligent software 
agents to monitor the activity of stakeholders in the 
blockchain network, in order to detect anomaly 
(collusion for instance), through the adoption of 
machine learning and game theory algorithms.   

Podgorelec et al. (2019) proposed a machine learning 
approach that involves automated signing of 
blockchain transactions, while including a 
personalized identification of anomalous transaction. 
For validation purposes, several experiments were 
conducted based on the data obtained from Ethereum 
public main network. The results showed promising 
outcomes and paved the road for a probable future 
integration of a method in dedicated digital signing 
software for blockchain transactions [23].  

The work presented in [24] involves an analysis 
of a real case study of recent accounting scandal of 
Luckin Coffee. This work studied how the blockchain 
technology may help to detect and prevent accounting 
fraud through employing the fraud triangle model. In 
addition, authors discussed the three characteristics of 
blockchain technology will assist to break the fraud 
triangle. As the decentralized phase will basically 
increase the fraud cost, the append-only linear shape 
of the transactional data will improve the tracking to 
tokenized assets, and with smart-contracts that operate 
in automatic controls, the blockchain removes the 
human factor and thus improve the control 
environment. Based on the case study, this paper 
discussed how the blockchain-based accounting 
systems can break the fraud triangle, and hence 
facilitate the accuracy and reliability of fraud detection 
and prevention. 

In [25], Cai and Zhu (2016) explored the rating 
fraud through differentiating the subjective fraud from 
the objective fraud. Moreover, this work discussed the 
potential strengths and limitations of blockchain-
based reputation systems under two attacks: the ballot-
stuffing and bad-mounting attacks. Authors revealed 
that the blockchain-based systems are more robust to 
bad-mounting rather than ballot-stuffing frauds.  
In [26], Tan and Low (2019) examined the prediction 
that blockchain technology will transform the 
accounting profession, where the prediction assumes 
that transactions are recorded in a blockchain will be 
easily aggregated into financial statements, and hence 
can be automatically confirmed as true and precise. 
The final results showed that the blockchain will likely 
change the existing accounting information systems at 
the database engine level where the data are processed. 
In addition, digitizing the current paper-based 
validation process may reduce honest errors and hence 
the immutability of a blockchain can discourage 
frauds.  
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The work presented in [27] involves applying 
supervised learning techniques to detect fraudulent 
accounts on the Ethereum blockchain. Authors 
analyzed the performance of Random Forest, Support 
Vector Machine, and XGBoost classifiers in order to 
identify such accounts basing on a dataset of more 
than 300,000 accounts. As a result, this work achieved 
efficient recall and precision values allowing the 
designed system to be applicable as an anti-fraud rule 
for digital wallets or currency exchanges.  
As presented above, several fraud detection and 
classification approaches have been developed using 
both the blockchain technology and machine learning 
methods for accounting systems. The existing systems 
employed various machine learning models and 
different fraud detection accuracy has been achieved.  
 
 

6. A Comparison Study of Fraud 
Detection methods for accounting 
systems  

As presented earlier in the previous section, there 
are several fraud detections accounting systems have 
been employed widely through the adoption of 
blockchain technology. However, it is important to 
investigate the performance of the developed fraud 
detection approaches for accounting systems. 
Therefore, the recent developed systems are discussed 
and analyzed based on the evaluation of several 
significant metrics, including: 

 
1. Investigated attack: this refers to the attack 

type that is addressed in the research work. As 
known, several attacks may affect the 
accounting systems, therefore, it is important 
to identify the attack type.  

2. Security approach: this refers to the method 
that is employed to protect the accounting 
system from the potential attack.  

3. Employed dataset/network: usually, fraud 

detection systems require the employment of 

a dataset in order to allow the AI model to 

adapt with the potential thread. Therefore, the 

dataset size is a crucial metric to assess the 

efficiency of the developed solution.  

4. Obtained results: this refers to the results 
obtained from the developed security 
approach.  

 
Table 1 presents a comparison among the recent 

developed fraud detection methods for accounting 
systems, where different attacks were investigated by 
the existing research works, however, there is a 
demand on protecting accounting systems from 
cryptocurrency wallet attacks.  
 

On the other hand, several machine learning 
models have been employed in the detection and 
classification phase, through the adoption of a certain 
dataset of transaction records in order to train the 
employed machine learning model. Figure 7 shows the 
employment frequency for each machine learning 
model in the fraud detection process. As noticed from 
Figure 6, RF machine learning model has been 
employed in 4 different research studies for the 
purpose of attack detection and classification, whereas 
XGBoost model occupies the second place, where it 
was employed in 3 different research studies. Finally, 
the SVM, DT, KNN, and autoencoder machine 
learning models were used in a single research work. 
Machine learning methods plat significant rule in 
fraud detection for accounting systems. However, as 
noticed in the comparison table, each machine 
learning model offers diverse classification accuracy. 
Therefore, it is important to adopt an efficient machine 
learning model for the purpose of fraud detection. 
 

As presented below, there are several types of 
attacks that can be classified using the machine 
learning approaches, including: cyber-attacks on 
bitcoin, Ethereum threats, cryptocurrency wallets, 
anomaly attacks, signature frauds, ballot-stuffing, 
digital wallets, and currency exchange attacks. Hence, 
the adoption of machine learning has the ability to 
detect and classify diverse types of attacks.    
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Table 1: A comparison among the recent developed blockchain-based accounting systems 

Research 
work 

Investigated attacks Security 
approach/model 

Employed 
Dataset/network

Obtained results  

[14] Cyber-attacks on 
Bitcoin 

Autoencoder  Mainnet Classification accuracy: 100% 

[15] Ethereum threats  Deep learning 
method  

Ethereum Detection accuracy: 97.72% 
Classification accuracy: 99.4% 

[17] Cryptocurrency 
wallets  

Random Forest  Binance This work revealed that labelling the wallets 
with discernible transactions may help 
financial institutions, private sectors, and 
government agencies 

[18] Fraudulent 
transaction  

Xgboost and 
Random Forest  

Bitcoin network Classification accuracy: 99% 

[19] Fraud detection  Decision Tree 
Random Forest  
K-nearest neighbour 

Ethereum 
Kaggle.com 

RF achieves the best classification 
accuracy: 95.2 

[20] Ethereum DOA attack XGBoost  Ethereum Classification accuracy: 96.82 
[22] Anomaly attacks Game theory 

algorithm 
NA Classification accuracy: 93 

[23] Signature frauds  Unsupervised 
anomaly detection 

Local 
dataset/Ethereum

An efficient machine learning method is 
proposed that will enable an automatic 
digitally signing of blockchain transactions

[24] Fraud triangle  NA NA Blockchain technology is able to break the 
fraud triangle 

[25] Ballot-stuffing and 
bad mouthing 

NA NA Blockchain based system are more robust to 
bad-mounting than ballot-stuffing fraud 

[27] Digital wallet and 
currency exchange 
attacks  

Random Forest, 
Support Vector 
Machine, and 
XGBoost 

Etherscan Efficient precision and recall values 
allowing the designed system to identify 
anti-fraud for digital wallets and currency 
exchanges. 

 

 

Figure 7: The frequency for the employment of each 
machine learning model in the investigated studies 

Finally, the obtained results are discussed for 
each fraud detection model. The existing developed 
fraud detection systems achieve various classification 
and detection accuracy. The average fraud 
classification accuracy was around 98%, whereas the 
average fraud detection accuracy was around 97%. 

Figure 8 depicts the classification accuracy for each 
fraud detection model.  

 
Figure 8: The fraud classification accuracy for several 

approaches 
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7. Discussion  

Blockchain technology showed a highly 
impact on the accounting systems in a positive way, as 
the blockchain offers several advantages to the 
accounting systems. The blockchain technology 
processes the transactions in a decentralized manner, 
where the entire process does not require any authority 
from negotiators.  

In general, the blockchain technology is a large 
database shared and distributed among different 
entities, decentralized, cryptographically protected, 
and managed into blocks of mathematically related 
transactions. The main principle of blockchain is 
decentralized accounting, where the entities in the 
network may approve, validate, and record the 
transactions, instead of allocating the whole 
responsibility on a single-entity.  

Typically, the computer accounting systems are 
hot target for attackers due to the value of information 
of the companies that they handle, including: email 
addresses, financial records, credit card information, 
and bank accounts. In accounting systems, it is a key 
to maximize the security management and minimize 
the risk [28, 29].  

Several recent research works analyzed the 
performance of blockchain technology into 
accounting systems. For instance, the work presented 
in [30] investigated and analyzed how the blockchain 
technology can enhance the transparency and trust in 
accounting practice, and how its professionals can 
improve decision-making by using the blockchain’s 
ability to offer immutable, verified, shared, append-
only, and agreed-upon data. In addition, the 
investigation showed how the blockchain technology 
affected positively the accounting, particularly with 
relevance to AI-enabled auditing and recognizing 
themes. 

In addition, the employment of blockchain 
technology with accounting systems offer several 
advantages, as the adoption of blockchain technology 
offers new possibilities to record and backup sensitive 
and confidential data of accounting systems. As a 
result, the adoption of blockchain technology with 
accounting systems offer many benefits, include: 
transparency and trust, smart contracts, and 
continuous audit [31].   

Therefore, the adoption of blockchain 
technology is a safe method to secure accounting 
transactions. This refers to that the blockchain 

technology is a secure and permanent transaction 
records between two parties. As soon as the 
transaction is approved by participants, then the 
transaction is added to the blockchain, and hence it 
cannot be altered, removed, or edited [32]. 

On the other hand, the adoption of blockchain 
technology with accounting systems may raise several 
challenges, where these challenges include: flexibility, 
scalability, and cybersecurity. In addition, an intensive 
discussion between auditors, regulators and other 
parties are needed to take place, before adopting the 
blockchain technology with the accounting systems 
[33].  

The adoption of the machine learning methods 
for the purpose of fraud detection in accounting 
systems offers efficient security solutions. For 
instance, the work presented in [14] achieves the best 
classification accuracy with a percentage of 100. On 
the other hand, the fraud detection solutions presented 
in [15, 18] offer almost 90% classification accuracy, 
whereas the works presented in [19, 20, 22] offer 
reasonable classification accuracy (93% - 96%). 
Therefore, machine learning methods have 
significantly enhanced the efficiency of fraud 
detection tasks in accounting systems, and hence the 
employment of machine learning methods is an 
advantage for security purposes. 

Moreover, various challenges posed by the 
blockchain technology to forensic accountants in the 
detection and prevention of frauds may arise. As a 
result, the blockchain technology will affect the core 
functions of accountants, however the overall effects 
on the roles of forensic accountants and auditors are 
still vague [34].  

In conclusion, the adoption of blockchain 
technology with accounting systems will involve a 
significant transformation of the traditional 
accounting systems, with the requirement of 
modifications of the work of accountants and auditors 
[35]. Also, the adoption will aim to address various 
risks associated with the data security and privacy [36]. 
On the other hand, the employment of blockchain 
technology in accounting systems guarantee to reduce 
the cost of the business organization, add additional 
security layer, and eliminate the possibility to loss 
information.  
In addition, the blockchain technology is the 
underlying of accounting systems, and the blockchain 
technology has offered several benefits to the business 
and accounting systems, since all transactions in the 
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blockchain are distributed on the network and 
encrypted, making it impossible to falsify, delete or 
modify them [37].  
 

8. Conclusion  

Over the past decade, the blockchain technology has 
attracted a large attention from industry and academic 
fields, because it can be combined with many of 
everyday applications of modern information and 
communication technologies. In general, accountants 
aim to ensure that the financial transactions for their 
company are precise and without errors. As a result, 
the blockchain technology showed a great potential for 
enhancing the trust between market participants. In 
addition, blockchain technology has offered several 
benefits to the accounting area, by allowing the 
financial transactions to more transparent, permanent, 
secure, and immutable. Therefore, our findings can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Blockchain technology can assist in 
protecting the accounting systems 

2. Several challenges may appear when 
employing the blockchain technology in 
accounting systems.  

3. Adoption of blockchain technology will 
reduce the management cost for the 
organization. 

4. The employment of machine learning and 
deep learning approaches will significantly 
enhance the fraud detection and classification 
accuracy.  
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